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Abstrat
The level surfaes of solutions to the eikonal equation dene null or harateris-
ti surfaes. In this note we study, in Minkowski spae, properties of these surfaes.
In partiular we are interested both in the singularities of these surfaes (whih
an in general self-interset and be only piee-wise smooth) and in the deomposi-
tion of the null surfaes into a one parameter family of two-dimensional wavefronts
whih an also have self-intersetions and singularities.
We rst review a beautiful method for onstruting the general solution to the
at-spae eikonal equation; it allows for solutions either from arbitrary Cauhy data
or for time independent (stationary) solutions of the form S = t−S0(x, y, z). We
then apply this method to obtain global, asymptotially spherial, null surfaes
that are assoiated with shearing (bad) two-dimensional uts of null innity; the
1
surfaes are dened from the normal rays to the ut. This is followed by a study
of the austis and singularities of these surfaes and those of their assoiated
wavefronts. We then treat the same set of issues from an alternative point of view,
namely from Arnold's theory of generating families. This treatment allows one to
deal (parametrially) with the regions of self-intersetion and non-smoothness of
the null surfaes, regions whih are diult to treat otherwise.
Finally, we generalize the analysis of the singularities to the ase of families of
haraterisiti surfaes.
2
I. Introdution
The study of the propagation of eletromagneti wavefronts, in the high-
frequeny or geometri optis limit, is almost ubiquitous in physis; it is a
basi staple of elementary physis ourses, it arises in the pratial area of
optial equipment, in applied subjets, too numerable to mention in detail,
involving materials with variable refrative index , in atmospheri and astro-
physial studies. They have been a prime illustration of V.I. Arnold's theory
of Lagrangian and Legendre maps.
1,2,3,4
In a dierent guise, similar prob-
lems arise in atastrophe theory. In addition to the various appliations to
more standard physis problems, they also play a most fundamental role in
General Relativity, e.g., the ontinuous propagation of the two-dimensional
wavefronts, i.e., the one parameter family of evolving wave fronts, form null
(or harateristi) three-surfaes that are determined by the dynamis of the
urved spae-time in whih the wavefronts propagate.
5,6
In this ontext it
forms the basis for the theory of gravitational lensing.
7
The onverse state-
ment is also true, namely that sets of null surfaes dene, up to a onformal
fator, the spae-time geometry itself.
8,9
In arbitrary spae-times, the high
frequeny limit is ompletely governed by the eikonal equation,
gab∂aSbS = 0 (1)
where xa = (xi, t) are loal spae-time oordinates, gab(xc) is a given spae-
time metri and S = S(xa). The level surfaes of S, i.e., S(xa) = constant,
dene the harateristi or null three-surfaes (or what Arnold alls the big
wave fronts
2
) and the S(xi, t) = constant for onstant t dene the two di-
mensional small wavefront in the three dimensional spae of t = constant.
The vetor pa = gab∂bS is tangent to the null geodesis that rule the har-
ateristi surfae. Though we are basially interested in Eq.(1) for arbitrary
spae-times, here we will onne ourselves to a study of its solutions only in
at (Minkowski) spae. (A future paper, in preparation, will generalize the
present material to urved spae-times.) Eq.(1) then beomes
ηab∂aS∂bS = (∂tS)
2 − (∂xS)2 − (∂yS)2 − (∂zS)2 = 0. (2)
The level surfaes of the solutions to Eqs.(1) or (2), the null surfaes, an
be viewed as being generated by the evolution of 2-dimensional wave fronts.
Speially, a wavefront evolves by following light-rays that are normal to
it, generating the null three-surfae. A smooth wavefront in three-spae, in
3
general progresses, into a singular one, either to the past or the future, i.e., a
generi null surfae in spae-time has singularities. The singular wavefronts
are 2-surfaes that are ontinuous with existing rst derivative, but where
(piee-wise) the seond derivative are singular, being either undened or
innite. The struture of the singularities are generially usp ridges and
swallowtails. There are unstable exeptions.
A textbook example
2,3
of at spae singular wavefronts (and assoiated
big wavefront) are from imploding triaxial ellipsoids, where an initially ellip-
soidal wavefront is evolved inwardly, it self-intersets for some nite period of
time and eventually expands out to innity, beoming spherial in the limit.
The singularities of wavefronts are also interpreted as the loation of fo-
using regions, where the intensity of light beomes very high. At the fousing
regions, neighboring null geodesis meet, and the ross setional area of the
bundle of light-rays ollapses to zero, whih leads to the inrease in intensity.
Spherial wavefronts fous at a single point, (whih are unstable under small
perturbations of the front) whereas generi wavefronts trae spatial urves of
fousing points (usp ridges and swallowtails).
In Setion II we will review a beautiful method for giving the general
solution to the at-spae eikonal; it allows for solutions either from arbitrary
Cauhy data or for stationary solutions that arise from the ansatz, S =
t− S0(x, y, z).
In Se. III, we will apply the method of Se. II to obtain global asymp-
totially spherial null surfaes that are assoiated with shearing (bad) uts
of null innity,
10
.
11
They will be dened from the normal rays to a bad ut.
This onstrution an be thought of as beginning with a deformed, initial,
two-sphere in a nite region of spae-time, then onstrut the future outward
direted null normals to the two surfae whih generates a null surfae and
nally slide the initial two-surfae along the null geodesis that generate
the null surfae, to future null innity. This limit is the bad ut of null
innity.
In Se. IV, we will study the austis and singularities of these hara-
teristi surfaes and their assoiated wavefronts.
In Se. V, we treat the same problems of the singularities of these surfaes
but now from an alternate point of view, namely from Arnold's theory of
generating families.
4
This treatment allows one to handle (parametrially)
the regions of self-intersetion and non-smoothness of the null surfaes.
In Se. VI, we disuss a generalization of the ideas presented to this
4
point. Though this generalization is primarily intended for use in non-at
Lorentzian spae-times, nevertheless we believe that it is quite useful to see it
in the simpler ase of at spae-time; it allows for the lariation of ertain
points that would be diult in more general situations. Speially we will
onsider solutions of the eikonal equation that depend on two parameters -
that are dierent from the two parameter family of plane waves. We will see,
the slightly surprising result, that the singularity struture of the individual
harateristi surfaes an be studied via the parameter behavior of nearby
solutions. More preisely, if the two parameter set of solutions is given by
Z(xa, µ, µ), the singularities of the level surfaes of Z for xed values of (µ, µ)
an be studied and expressed in terms of (µ, µ) derivatives of Z. These results
beome important in asymptotially at spae-times where the Z(xa, µ, µ)
an be hosen to represent the family of past null ones from all the points
of future null innity.
II. Solutions of the Eikonal Equation
We review a powerful method for solving the at-spae eikonal equation
with arbitrary given Cauhy data. We begin with a solution S∗ of the eikonal
equation that depends on three arbitrary parameters, i.e.,
S∗ = S∗(xi, t, αi) = x
iαi − t
√
Σ(αi)2 (3)
alled a omplete integral. A general integral (whih involves an arbitrary
funtion) an be onstruted from the omplete integral in the following
manner: we rst add to it an arbitrary funtion of the three αi , i.e., we
onsider
S∗∗ = S∗(xi, t, αi)− F (αi), (4)
with the weak ondition that (aside from lower dimensional regions)∣∣∣∣ ∂2S∗∗∂αi∂αj
∣∣∣∣ 6= 0. (5)
We next demand that ∂S∗∗/∂αi = ∂S
∗/∂αi − ∂F/∂αi = 0, whih implies
that there are three funtions of the form αi = Ai(x
i, t). (In general these
solutions are not unique and they must be expressed on dierent sheets. See
5
Se. IV for a omplete disussion of this issue.) Finally, via αi = Ai(x
i, t),
the αi are eliminated in the S
∗∗
yielding (perhaps multivalued)
S(xi, t) = S∗(xi, t, Ai(x
i, t))− F (Ai(xi, t)). (6)
The level surfaes of this S might self-interset and be only piee-wise
dierentiable.
It is not diult to show that the S, so onstruted satises the eikonal
equation.
12
This follows immediately from the fat that
∂aS = ∂aS
∗
+(∂AiS
∗− ∂AiF )∂aAi = ∂aS∗.
This solution now depends on an arbitrary funtion of three variables,
namely the F . The task is now to determine the F (αi) in terms of (appro-
priate) Cauhy data, SC( x
i
). This is aomplished as follows; dene αi =
∂ SC/∂ x
i
and algebraially invert it in the form of the three equations xi =
X i(αi). At t = t0 we have that
S(xi, t0) = S
∗(xi, t0, Ai(x
i, t0))− F (Ai(xi, t0)). (7)
Replaing all the Ai by αi and all the x
i
by X i(αi), we have that
F (αi) = S
∗(X i, t0, αi)− SC(X i), (8)
i.e., the free F (αi) is now expressed in terms of the free Cauhy data, SC(x
i).
This allows us to nd (in priniple - modulo algebrai inversions or
parametrizations) solutions of the at-spae eikonal equation with arbitrary
Cauhy data.
There exists a speial lass of solutions that are not studied or found
easily via the Cauhy problem, namely the stationary solutions whih have
the form
S = t− S0(xi).
To generate solutions of this form we modify the omplete integral, Eq.3,
making it a funtion of only two free parameters by imposing the ondition
that Σ(αi)
2 = constant; (for onveniene hosen as Σ(αi)
2 = 1/
√
2).
We then write the modied omplete integral as
S∗ = xaℓa(ζ, ζ) (9)
where
6
ℓa(ζ, ζ) =
1√
2(1 + ζζ)
[
(1 + ζζ),−(ζ + ζ),−i(ζ − ζ), (1− ζζ)] (10)
The omplex number ζ, whih plays the role of two of the independent
parameters among the three αi, an be thought of as the omplex stereo-
graphi oordinate on the sphere; the ℓa(ζ, ζ) is a Minkowski null vetor,
ηabℓaℓb = 0, that spans the entire lightone as ζ ranges over the sphere. Eq.9
represents a spheres worth of dierent families of plane waves parametrized
by the diretion ζ.
If we now take
S∗∗ = xaℓa(ζ, ζ) + α(ζ, ζ) (11)
and onstrut ðS∗∗ = ðS∗∗ = 0, i.e.,
ω ≡ xama(ζ, ζ) + ðα(ζ, ζ) = 0, (12)
ω ≡ xama(ζ, ζ) + ðα(ζ, ζ) = 0 (13)
where
ma(ζ, ζ) = ðℓa(ζ, ζ) ≡ (1 + ζζ)∂ℓa(ζ, ζ)
∂ζ
(14)
ma(ζ, ζ) = ðℓa(ζ, ζ) ≡ (1 + ζζ)∂ℓa(ζ, ζ)
∂ζ
. (15)
For generi α(ζ, ζ), Eq.(12) an be solved for
ζ = Υ(x, y, z), (16)
where again these solutions need not be unique and must be expressed on
dierent sheets. (See Se. IV for a full treatment of this problem.) Note that
Eqs.(12) do not depend on the time t and hene Υ is a funtion only of the
spatial oordinates. When the Υ(x, y, z) is substituted into Eq.(11), i.e.,
S(t, x, y, z) =
t√
2
− S0(x, y, z) = t√
2
+ xiℓi(Υ,Υ) + α(Υ,Υ), (17)
7
we have a solution of the eikonal equation depending on an arbitrary funtion
of two variables, α(Υ,Υ). The level surfaes of S ould in general self-interset
and be only pieewise dierentiable.
The proedure of beginning with a omplete solution and obtaining the
general solution via the two (or three) variable arbitrary funtion is geomet-
rially equivalent to the onstrution of an envelope from the family of plane
waves as the two (or three) onstants in the omplete solutions are varied.
13
Sine in this work, we will only be interested in individual null sur-
faes and their properties, we an and will onne ourselves to the level
surfaes of the solutions of the form given in Eq.(17).
III. Null Surfaes Generated by Normals to Two-Surfaes
We want to give a slightly dierent geometri interpretation to the method
of the previous setion for generating the stationary solutions of the eikonal
equation. Given any (spatial) two-surfae (for example onsider any two di-
mensional slie of the past light one of an arbitrary spae-time point), the
normal rays to the surfae (either the outgoing or inoming ones) generate
a null surfae. In this setion we will onsider a partiular ase of this on-
strution where this past lightone is taken to be the future null innity, I
+
,
of Penrose.
10
The future null boundary, I
+
, (the endpoints of future direted null
geodesis) of any asymptotially simple spae-time is a null surfae with
topology R × S2. A hoie of Bondi oordinates (u, ζ, ζ¯) an be assigned to
I
+, where ζ = cot(θ/2)eiφ for the S2 setor. The intersetion of the fu-
ture lightone Cx of a point x
a
with I
+
is a two-surfae, loally imbedded in
R × S2; it an generially be desribed loally by u = Z(xa, ζ, ζ¯). The two-
surfae is referred to as a lightone ut,
14
whereas the funtion Z(xa, ζ, ζ¯) is
referred to as a lightone ut funtion, and is a two-point real funtion on
the spae-time and the boundary, I
+
.
Remark 1 Though for this work it is irrelevant, we mention that the light-
one ut funtion Z(xa, ζ, ζ¯) is one of two fundamental variables in a refor-
mulation of general relativity via null surfaes.
8,9
It enodes all the onformal
information of the spae-time..
8
In the remainder of this work we will onne ourselves to at spae-time
where (modulo Poinare transformations) a natural hoie of Bondi oordi-
nates (un, ζ, ζ¯) exists; the un = constant is onstruted from the intersetion
of the future lightone, C(t,o,o,o), of the spatial origin, at time t = un, with
I
+; the (ζ, ζ¯) are just the null diretions, at the origin, arried along by
the null generators of the lightone. Using Cartesian oordinates xa for the
spae-time and these natural Bondi oordinates,
15
the lightone uts an be
desribed as
un = x
aℓa(ζ, ζ¯) (18)
where ℓa represents the ovariant version of a null vetor ℓ
a
with Cartesian
omponents given as
ℓa(ζ, ζ¯) =
1√
2(1 + ζζ¯)
(
(1 + ζζ¯), (ζ + ζ¯), i(ζ¯ − ζ), (ζζ¯ − 1)) (19)
=
1√
2
(1, sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) .
Adding the radial oordinate r, this natural hoie of Bondi oordinates
is idential to the standard null polar oordinates (un, r, ζ, ζ¯) given by
xa = uta + rℓa(ζ, ζ¯), ta =
√
2(1,0,0,0) (20)
Note that Eqs.(18) and (19) are idential with Eqs.(9 ) and (10) though
their meanings are dierent; Eq.(18) has the dual meaning of being, for xed
value of the xa, the lightone ut of I+ and also, for xed values of (un, ζ, ζ¯),
it desribes the plane wave (null surfae) interseting the time axis at t = un
in the diretion of (ζ, ζ¯).
By Eq.(18), the lightone uts of any points xa = (t, 0, 0, 0) along the
time axis take, as we mentioned earlier, a onstant value on I
+
, namely, they
are the onstant-un slies. The natural Bondi uts are lightone uts as well.
By following inwardly the null geodesis that leave the natural Bondi uts
orthogonally, we nd no fousing other than at the apex (on the time axis)
of the lightone.
By a slight modiation of the above we an nd other null surfaes
leaving I
+
that have muh more ompliated fousing properties than that
of a lightone. If we onsider the one parameter family of uts of I
+
given,
say by,
un = −α(ζ, ζ¯) + u (21)
9
where α(ζ, ζ¯) is a given but arbitrary regular funtion on S2, and u is a
parameter on R, we an ask for the null surfaes generated by the null normals
to the family of uts.
• Note that Eq.(21) an be rewritten as u = un+α(ζ, ζ¯) and reinterpreted
as a (Bondi-Metzner-Sahs) supertranslation
11
between the oordinates
un and u on I
+.
We now onstrut the null surfae formed by the normal rays to the uts,
Eq.(21), determined by u = const.; replaing the un in Eq.(21) by the null
planes Eq.(18), [un = x
aℓa(ζ, ζ¯)], we have
u = xaℓa(ζ, ζ¯) + α(ζ, ζ¯) (22)
whih is idential to Eq.(11). The envelope formed from all the null planes
that are normal to the family of uts are found by setting to zero the ζ and
ζ¯ derivatives of Eq.(22) and eliminating the (ζ, ζ¯) from (22), a proedure
idential to that followed in the previous setion to obtain Eq.(17), i.e., we
now have the one parameter family of null surfaes
S∗∗ ≡ u = t√
2
− xiℓi(Υ,Υ) + α(Υ,Υ) (23)
with ζ = Υ(x, y, z), a solution of Eqs.(12),(13). The proedure of setting to
zero the ω and ω in
ω ≡ xama(ζ, ζ) + ðα(ζ, ζ) = 0, (24)
ω ≡ xama(ζ, ζ) + ðα(ζ, ζ) = 0 (25)
selets the null ray at eah point of I
+
that is orthogonal to the ut given by
Eq.(21).
• Note that α an be hosen to ontain only spherial harmonis of order
l 1 2 sine any l = 0, 1 omponents of α ould be absorbed by xaℓa
with no modiation other than displaing the origin of the oordinates
xa, sine ℓa is preisely the olletion of spherial harmonis of order 0
and 1.
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We an give a parametri desription of the family of null surfaes,
Eq.(23), by the following proedure: we onsider the four funtions
ζ = Υ(x, y, z)⇔ xama(ζ, ζ) + ðα(ζ, ζ) = 0 (26)
ζ = Υ(x, y, z)⇔ xama(ζ, ζ) + ðα(ζ, ζ) = 0 (27)
u = u(t, x, y, z) = {xaℓa(ζ, ζ¯) + α(ζ, ζ¯)}|Υ,Υ (28)
r = r(x, y, z) = {xa(na − ℓa)(ζ, ζ¯) + ððα(ζ, ζ¯)}|Υ,Υ (29)
and onsider them as a oordinate transformation between the {u, ζ, ζ, r}
and the {xa}. We have used ma ≡ ðℓa, m¯a ≡ ðℓa , and na ≡ ððℓa+ ℓa. From
the fat that (ℓa, ma, m¯a, na) form a null tetrad for every xed value of (ζ, ζ¯),
this oordinate transformation an be readily inverted into the form
xa = (u− α)(na + ℓa) + (r − ððα)ℓa + (ðα)m¯a + (ðα)ma (30)
This relationship an alternatively be looked on as the parametri version of
the one-parameter family of null surfaes, Eq.(23), (where, for xed u, the
(r,ζ, ζ¯) parametrize the surfae) or as the oordinate transformation between
the {xa} and the null-geodesi oordinates, (u, ζ, ζ¯, r); u labels the null sur-
faes, the pair (ζ, ζ¯) labels null geodesis (via their intersetion with I+) and
r is an ane parameter along the null geodesis. That this is true an be
easily seen from the parametri form, Eq.(30), by simply onstruting
dxa
dr
= ℓa(ζ, ζ¯) (31)
and observing that ℓa is a null tangent vetor with ane normalization.
The transformation between the xa and the (u, r, ζ, ζ¯) breaks down when
the Jaobian of the transformation, Eq.(30), vanishes, i.e., when
D ≡ ∂(t, x, y, z)
∂(u, r, ζ, ζ¯)
= r2 − ð2α ð2α = 0. (32)
Geometrially, this is where the null surfae develops singularities. In the
projetion to the three-spae (x, y, z) it is a two surfae; the austi surfae.
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To see this expliitly, we return to Eq.(30) where we have (for xed u) that
(x, y, z) = xi = X i(r, ζ, ζ¯), i.e., are known funtions of (r, ζ, ζ¯). If the r in
X i is replaed by the r from Eq.(32) we have the parametri form of the
austi,
xi = X i(r(ζ, ζ¯), ζ, ζ¯) = X̂ i(ζ, ζ¯). (33)
We will return to this in the next setion.
It is interesting to note that the oordinates (u, ζ, ζ¯, r) represent a type of
null oordinate system that we ould all asymptoti null-polar oordinates
whih are the at spae ase of an interior Bondi oordinate system,
16,11
i.e., the extension into the interior of the spae-time of the Bondi oordinates
(u,ζ, ζ¯) on I+. They dier from the standard null polar oordinates by the
fat that the null geodesis that rule these surfaes possess non-vanishing
shear while for the standard ones the shear vanishes.
The omplex shear is dened as σ = MaM b∇aLb, where Lb is tangent
to the null geodesis and Ma is omplex null, orthogonal to Lb and suh
that MaMa = −1. In our ase, beause of Eqs.(30) and (31) and the fat
that (ℓa, ma, m¯a, na) forms a null tetrad, we have that Lb = ℓb and M
a = ma.
Furthermore, the gradient of ℓb is∇aℓb =maζ,b+maζ,b and thus σ = −mbζ,b .
To obtain the derivative of ζ along mb we take the gradients of Eqs.(24) and
(25) whih yields
mb(ζ, ζ) + {xa(na − la) + ððα}ζ,b+ð2αζ,b = 0, (34)
mb(ζ, ζ) + {xa(na − la) + ððα}ζ,b+ð2αζ,b = 0. (35)
Using Eq.(29) and ontrating Eqs.(34) and (35) by mb , we obtain
rmbζ,b+ð
2αmbζ,b = 0, (36)
−1 + rmbζ,b+ð2αmbζ,b = 0. (37)
By eliminating the mbζ,b from these equations, we nd
(r2 − ð2α ð2α)mbζ,b+ð2α = 0 (38)
or
σ =
σ0
r2 − σ0σ0 . (39)
12
where σ0 = ð2α. This is also a onrmation of the Sahs theorem on the
transformation of the asymptoti shear, σ0, under a BMS transformation.
Eq.(39) represents a speial (non-twisting) ase of a more general result valid
for generi null ongruenes in at spae.
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We point out that the at-spae line element, using Eq.(30), an easily
be expressed in terms of these shearing Bondi oordinates as
18
ds2 = ηabdx
adxb
= 2du
(
du+ dr − ð¯ð2αdζ
P
− ðð2αdζ¯
P
)
− 2r
P 2
(ð2α dζ2 + ð
2
α dζ¯
2
)− 2(r2 + ð2α ð2α)dζdζ¯
P 2
, (40)
where P = 1 + ζζ¯ . The determinant of gab is given by |g| = 1P 4{r2−
ð
2α ð
2
α}2 = D2
P 4
whose vanishing agrees with the vanishing of the Jaobian,
Eq.(32).
Note that the asymptoti r = const.⇒∞ setions, at u = const., beome
metri spheres.
• It is perhaps interesting to speulate on the use of Eq. (40) as the
Minkowski spae lowest order term, in perturbation alulations, for
solutions of the Einstein equations.
We omplete this setion by showing how a null surfae an be onstruted
expliitly from the normals to an arbitrary spae-like two surfae, S, in a
manner virtually idential to those onstruted from a ut or slie of null
innity.
We begin from Eq.(22)
u = 0 = xaℓa(ζ, ζ¯) + α(ζ, ζ¯)
with Eqs. (24 and 25). The issue is, given the surfae S, how is one to
hoose α(ζ, ζ¯)?
First S is dened parametrially, xa = xa0(ζ, ζ¯),where the parameters are
hosen as follows: onsider a time-like world line at the spaial origin and
the family of light-ones entered on the line. The null geodesis ruling these
ones are labeled by their diretions (ζ, ζ¯) on the sphere and oinide with
labeling of the generators of null innity. The points on S are now (loally)
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parametrized by the labels of the null geodesis passing thru those points.
With this parametrization the funtion α(ζ, ζ¯) is dened by
α(ζ, ζ¯) = −xa0(ζ, ζ¯)ℓa(ζ, ζ¯)
so that Eq.(23) beomes
u = 0 = (xa − xa0(ζ, ζ¯))ℓa(ζ, ζ¯)
and Eqs.(24 and 25) beome
(xa − xa0(ζ, ζ¯))ma(ζ, ζ¯)− ℓa(ζ, ζ¯)ðxa0 = 0 and c.c. (41)
We see that the null surfae so dened goes thruS, i.e., thru xa = xa0(ζ, ζ¯).
To see that it is also normal to S, we notie that at S the rst two terms of
Eq.(41) anel out and we are left at S with
ℓa(ζ, ζ¯) ðx
a
0 = 0.
Thus as was laimed, the tangent vetors to S, namely ðxa0(ζ, ζ¯), are
normal to the null tangent vetors to the null surfae, ℓa.
We see that the earlier onstrution of null surfaes from uts of null
innity atually inludes those onstruted from nite surfaes.
IV. Wavefront evolution and singularities
In the previous setion, we mentioned that the null oordinate system
broke down and the assoiated shearing null surfaes developed austis at
the points where r2 = ð2α ð
2
α.
Here we fous our attention on the two dimensional wavefronts assoiated
with these null surfaes. We show that the wavefronts develop singularities,
and we loate the singularities via the standard method of singularity theory,
and via our lightone ut approah. The evolution of these singularities as
the wave fronts evolve beome the austis.
A wavefront is, by denition, the intersetion of our null surfae, u = u0,
with a onstant-time t0 surfae. This represents an instant in the progression
of a wave. In our ase, this requires xing the time oordinate x0 = t0 in
Eq.(30), and solving for
r =
√
2t0 − 2u0 + 2α + ððα. (42)
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The remaining oordinates (x, y, z), using Eq.(42) to eliminate r, trae a two-
surfae (a small wave front) in the Eulidean three-spae, parametrized by
(ζ, ζ¯) [or (θ, φ) under the transformation ζ = eiφ cot θ/2℄:
x =
1√
2
[
(
√
2t0 − 2u0 + 2α) (ζ + ζ¯)
(1 + ζζ¯)
+ ð¯α
(1− ζ¯2)
(1 + ζζ¯)
+ ðα
(1− ζ2)
(1 + ζζ¯)
]
(43)
y =
i√
2
[
(
√
2t0 − 2u0 + 2α) (ζ − ζ)
(1 + ζζ¯)
− ð¯α (1 + ζ¯
2
)
(1 + ζζ¯)
+ ðα
(1 + ζ2)
(1 + ζζ¯)
]
(44)
z =
1√
2
[
(
√
2t0 − 2u0 + 2α)(ζζ¯ − 1)
(1 + ζζ¯)
+ 	ðα
2ζ¯
(1 + ζζ¯)
+ ðα
2ζ
(1 + ζζ¯)
]
(45)
The map (ζ, ζ¯)→ (x, y, z) is singular at points where the Jaobian matrix ðx ð¯x
ðy ð¯y
ðz ð¯z

(46)
drops rank, from 2 to 1 or 0. The drop in rank takes plae if the three
2-determinants vanish simultaneously:
ðxð¯y − ðyð¯x = 0, (47)
ðyð¯z − ðzð¯y = 0, (48)
ðzð¯x− ðxð¯z = 0. (49)
Sine
ðxa|u,t = ð2αm¯a + rma, (50)
ð¯xa|u,t = ð¯2αma + rm¯a, (51)
the expliit expressions of the 2-determinants are as follows
ðxð¯y − ðyð¯x = (r2 − ð2αð¯2α)(mxm¯y − m¯xmy), (52)
ðyð¯z − ðzð¯y = (r2 − ð2αð¯2α)(mym¯z − m¯ymz), (53)
ðzð¯x− ðxð¯z = (r2 − ð2αð¯2α)(mzm¯x − m¯zmx). (54)
Thus, all three determinants vanish at points where
D ≡ r2 − ð2αð¯2α = 0 (55)
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whih, with r from Eq.(42), determines a urve, the wavefront singularities.
Note that the evolution of the wavefront singularities (obtained by varying
t0) yields the austi surfae.
Sine α is a regular funtion on the sphere, so is ð2α ð
2
α; therefore,
Eq.(55) (with r given by Eq.(42)) admits solutions ζ only within a nite
interval of time t. Thus the wavefronts are singular only during a losed
interval of time. On the other hand, at very long times the wavefronts beome
spherial, whih follows from the line element Eq.(40).
The wavefront singularities (urves) are plaes where neighboring null
geodesis meet. We have a null surfae xa(r, ζ, ζ¯) foliated by null geodesis.
At every xed value of r, there are two onneting vetors ðxa|u,r and ð¯xa|u,r.
The null geodesis in this ongruene meet wherever the area orthogonal to
the ongruene, spanned by the onneting vetors, vanishes. The onneting
vetors are, expliitly,
ðxa|u,r = − ð¯ð2αℓa + ð2αm¯a + rma, (56)
ð¯xa|u,r = − ðð2αℓa + rm¯a + ð2αma, (57)
The area spanned by the onneting vetors (alulated from their skew
produt) is simply D ≡ r2− ð2αð2α. The vanishing of this area takes plae
at exatly the points given by Eq. (55).
We lose this setion with two examples.
Example 1: α = Y20 = 3 cos
2 θ − 1. Due to axial symmetry, the wave-
fronts and their singularities for this hoie of α an be ompletely worked
out analytially, whih gives insights into more general ases. The wavefronts
at a given time t are given by
x =
1√
2
sin θ cosφ(
√
2t− 2u− 2− 6 cos2 θ), (58)
y =
1√
2
sin θ sinφ(
√
2t− 2u− 2− 6 cos2 θ), (59)
z =
1√
2
cos θ(
√
2t− 2u+ 10− 6 cos2 θ). (60)
These are axially symmetri. For a losed interval of time, all the wave-
fronts are singular. For early and late times, however, the wavefronts are
smooth.
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The singular points are loated by eliminating r from Eqs.(55) and (42),
yielding in this ase, the two solutions or sheets
(
√
2t− 2u+ 10− 18 cos2 θ)(
√
2t− 2u− 2− 6 cos2 θ) = 0. (61)
There is a solution θ only at times
√
2(u − 5) ≤ t ≤ √2(4 + u). This
is the interval where every wavefront is singular. A smooth wavefront and
its orresponding prole at a late time are shown in Fig. 1. A wavefront at
a time when both the usp ridge singularities and the z -axis singularities
are ourring, and its orresponding prole, are shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3,
we have a later wavefront and prole with only the usp ridge singularity.
In Fig. 4, we display the evolution of the singularities forming the austi
2-surfae.
The high symmetry of this ase is responsible for the lak of resemblane
of the singular points on the z-axis with standard usps. At these points, null
geodesis labeled by dierent, but neighboring values of φ, meet. This is lear
from the fat that ∂x/∂φ = ∂x/∂φ = ∂z/∂φ = 0 at these points, therefore
the vetor that onnets geodesis with dierent values of φ vanishes.
In order to make a omparison, Fig. 5 shows a wavefront in the evolution
of an imploding ellipsoid of revolution whih is very similar to that of Exam-
ple 1. In this ase, an ellipsoid of revolution sends an inoming wavefront,
whih develops singularities during a ertain interval of time. The standard
uspoidal ridges are learly visible as rings at both ends of the gure. How-
ever, the rossover points in between are also singular, of the same type of
singularity as that one developed in our example. Assuming a speed of light
of 1, the formulas for the imploding wavefront in this ase are
x = a sin θ cosφ
(
1− t√
a2 sin2 θ + (a2/c)2 cos2 θ
)
, (62)
y = a sin θ sin φ
(
1− t√
a2 sin2 θ + (a2/c)2 cos2 θ
)
, (63)
z = c cos θ
(
1− t√
(c2/a)2 sin2 θ + c2 cos2 θ
)
. (64)
Example 2: α = Real(Y21) = (ζ + ζ¯)(ζζ¯ − 1)/(1 + ζζ¯)2. In this
ase, there is no advantage in writing the wavefronts expliitly.
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However, they an be plotted with ease, displaying the typial
singularities of three-dimensional wavefronts, namely swallowtails
and usp ridges. Cusp ridges are learly visible in Fig. 6, whih
represents a wavefront at u = 0 and t = 1.5. Swallow tails are
exemplied in Fig.7, whih represents another wavefront in the
same u = 0 family, but at a later time of t = 2.35. Loally all
swallowtail have the form of Fig.8.
Both Figs.6 and 7 ompare remarkably well with a typial
wavefront in the evolution of a triaxial ellipsoid, in whih ase
an ellipsoid (x/a)2 + (y/b)2 + (z/c)2 = 1 emits a wavefront of
light inwardly, whih develops singularities for a period of time.
A typial singular imploding wavefront is shown in Fig. 9. The
formulas for the imploding triaxial-ellipsoidal wavefront are the
following:
x = a sin θ cosφ(1− t
a2
√
(sin θ cos φ/a2)2 + (sin θ sinφ/b2)2 + (cos θ/c2)2
)
y = b sin θ sin φ(1− t
b2
√
(sin θ cos φ/a2)2 + (sin θ sinφ/b2)2 + (cos θ/c2)2
)
z = c cos θ(1− t
c2
√
(sin θ cosφ/a2)2 + (sin θ sinφ/b2)2 + (cos θ/c2)2
) (65)
V. Generating Families
In this setion we will study the subjet of the austis of the null surfaes
and the wavefront singularities via an alternative method, namely from the
use of generating families for the onstrution of Lagrangian and Legendre
submanifolds (developed by V. I. Arnold and his olleagues
1,2,3,4
) assoiated
with otangent and ontat bundles over spae-time. The value of this treat-
ment is that it allows one to deal (via a parametri representation) with the
regions of self-intersetion and non-dierentiability of the null surfaes.
We rst give a brief review of a speial ase of this theory that is adapted
to the problem of null surfaes in four-dimensional spae-time. Consider a
four dimensional Lorentzian manifold, (with loal oordinates, {t, xi}) foli-
ated by the onstant t surfaes. Now onsider the xi as the oordinates of a
onguration spae M and pi as the onjugate momentum so that we have
the six dimensional otangent bundle T ∗M, with loal oordinates (xi, pi).
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We now desribe the onstrution of a three dimensional submanifold of T ∗M
(a Lagrangian submanifold - a maximal submanifold suh that the sympleti
form, restrited to it, vanishes) that plays a fundamental role in the disus-
sion of the singularities of wavefronts and their assoiated austis. We begin
with a general desription without any partiular hoie of dynamis, later
restriting ourselves to null geodesi motion.
Choose a salar funtion (determined later from the dynamis), re-
ferred to as a generating family, of the six variables
f = F (t, xi, ζ, ζ¯); (66)
the xi are spatial points, the (ζ, ζ¯) are parametri labels (for onveniene we
are using a omplex representation) for points on a given spatial two-surfae,
s, i.e., we have a two-point funtion, while t is the time for the (dynami)
partile to go from a point on s to the point xi. For a onstant value of f,
we onsider Eq.(66) as dening t impliitly as a funtion of (xi, ζ, ζ¯), i.e.,
t = T (f ; xi, ζ, ζ¯)
or simply
t = T (xi, ζ, ζ¯). (67)
Note that T might be a multivalued funtion of its arguments, in whih ase
it must be onsidered separately on the dierent sheets.
We now ask for the relationship between the (xi, ζ, ζ¯) when T is an ex-
tremal under variations of the (ζ, ζ¯); i.e., we require that
∂T/∂ζ = ∂T/∂ζ¯ = 0 (68)
whih in turn fores
∂F/∂ζ = ∂F/∂ζ¯ = 0. (69)
Finally a rank ondition is imposed on the hoie of F ; the following 2x5
matrix must have rank two[
∂2F
∂ζ2
, ∂
2F
∂ζ∂ζ
, ∂
2F
∂ζ∂xi
∂2F
∂ζ∂ζ
, ∂
2F
∂ζ
2 ,
∂2F
∂ζ∂xi
]
. (70a)
The meaning of this ondition is that the two equations (69 or 68) an be
solved (loally) in at least one of a variety of possible ways for two of the ve
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variables (xi, ζ, ζ¯); often it is neessary to solve them in the dierent ways in
dierent regions. We then have three dierent possible ases:
1. ζ = Υ(xi), ζ¯ = Υ(xi); the simplest of the three ases. It allows F to be
treated as a funtion of just xi. In the other ases F must be treated
parametrially.
2. ζ = Ψ(xA, ζ¯), xJ = XJ(xA, ζ¯), where xA are any two of the three xi
and xJ is the third one - or the onjugate version, ζ = Ψ(xA, ζ), xJ =
XJ(xA, ζ).
3. xA = XA(xJ , ζ, ζ¯), where again xA are any two of the three xi and xJ
is the third one.
Case 1 an our when the determinant
Dˆ =
∣∣∣∣∣
∂2F
∂ζ2
∂2F
∂ζ∂ζ
∂2F
∂ζ∂ζ
∂2F
∂ζ
2
∣∣∣∣∣ 6= 0; (71)
Dˆ = 0 when there is a ritial point of the Lagrangian map dened shortly.
The Lagrangian submanifold obtained from F is dened in the following
way:
First we have pi =
∂F
∂xi
. (Note that this involves only the expliit xi de-
pendene in F sine any impliit dependene, via the (ζ, ζ¯), does not enter
into the denition of pi beause of Eq.(69).) Now depending on whih ase,
#1, 2 or 3 is relevant, we eliminate two of the ve variables (xi, ζ, ζ¯), in the
pi =
∂F
∂xi
(xi, ζ, ζ¯). This leaves the result that the six oordinates of T ∗M, an
be expressed in terms of three parameters, thus dening a three dimensional
submanifold in eah of the ases;
• In ase 1, pi = Pi(xi), xi = xi; the three parameters {xi} = χα.
• In ase 2, pi = Pi(xA, ζ¯), xA = xA, xJ = XJ(xA, ζ¯); the three
parameters {xA, ζ¯} = χα.
• In ase 3, pi = Pi(xJ , ζ, ζ¯), xA = XA(xJ , ζ, ζ¯), xJ = xJ ; the three
parameters {xJ , ζ, ζ¯} = χα.
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To simplify the disussion, we have referred to the three parameters, in
eah of the ases, simply as χα. In eah ase we thus have
xi = X i(χα), pi = Pi(χ
α). (72)
Of immediate relevane to us is the projetion (Lagrange map) of the
Lagrange submanifold into the onguration spae whih beomes in eah of
the ases, xi = X i(χα) or
• In ase 1, xi = xi, trivial dieomorphism
• In ase 2, xA = xA, xJ = XJ(xA, ζ¯)
• In ase 3, xA = XA(xJ , ζ, ζ¯), xJ = xJ
The austis of this problem are the regions in the onguration spae
where the mappings #1, 2 or 3 have rank two or one; i.e., where the Jaobian
of the mapping vanishes. They our when the determinant Dˆ = 0. The
inverse image to the austis in the parameter spae are referred to as the
ritial points of the Lagrange map. It is lear that in ase 1, the Jaobian
is one and rank redution an only our in ases 2 and 3.
This treatment of austis an be extended into the full four-spae by
eliminating, in the expression for t = T (f ; xi, ζ, ζ¯), or in the impliit version,
f = F (t, xi, ζ, ζ¯), two of the ve variables (xi, ζ, ζ¯) via the ases #1, 2, 3. This
results in t now being a funtion of the three parameters, χα. Though we
will not need the full theory here, this onstrution leads to a seven dimen-
sional manifold, (t, xi, pi) {an example of a ontat manifold} and a three-
dimensional submanifold of the ontat manifold (a Legendre submanifold)
dened by
t = T (χα), xi = X i(χα), pi = Pi(χ
α) (73)
as well as the Legendre mapping from the Legendre submanifold, to spae-
time, (t, xi)
{t, xi, pi}(χα)⇒ t = T (χα), xi = X i(χα) (74)
a three-surfae in spae-time - the big wavefronts in Arnold 's language - in
our ase a null surfae. The singularities of the map Eq.(74), where the rank
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drops below three, are the null surfae singularities. These singularities, at
xed t, are the (small) wavefront singularities of the previous setion.
We now return to the question of the determination of the funtion f =
F (t, xi, ζ, ζ¯) of Eq.(66) for use in the study of null surfaes. Our hoie will
be, from Eq.(11),
F (t, xi, ζ, ζ¯) = S∗∗(t, xi, ζ, ζ) ≡ xaℓa(ζ, ζ) + α(ζ, ζ). (75)
There are three independent reasons for this hoie;
1. It was the method of generating an arbitrary null surfae from the om-
plete solution, xaℓa(ζ, ζ); see Se. II..
2. It was the method for the onstrution of a null surfae suh that the
generators were orthogonal to a given two-surfae; see Se. III..
3. It arises from a variant of Fermat's Priniple of stationary time: Consider
a timelike worldline, L, (in a Lorentzian spae-time) of the form, in loal
oordinates, (xi = onstant, t varies) and a two-dimensional spae-
like surfae, s(ζ, ζ). Assume, loally, that from every point of s(ζ, ζ)
there is a null geodesi that reahes L at a time t = T (xi, ζ, ζ), then
t is extremized by those urves that are normal to s(ζ, ζ). This result
(whih will be desribed in detail elsewhere) follows from Shrödinger's
derivation
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of the gravitational frequeny shift.
Note that the rank ondition on the matrix, Eq.(70a) is satised by diret
alulation.
From the disussion of generating families, we see that the treatment
of the null surfaes that we proposed, in Ses. II and III, namely to solve for
the ζ = Υ(x, y, z), was really only valid for Case 1, but we atually used a
version of Case 3 where the additional parameter r was introdued in order
not to single out any partiular artesian oordinate. Case 1 broke down
preisely on the austi, given by
r2 = ð2αð
2
α (76)
whih is where Cases 2 and 3 must be applied.
What follows is a straightforward appliation of Case 3 of these ideas -
on one path. For ompleteness we repeat some of the earlier steps
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Starting with
u = S∗∗(xa, ζ, ζ¯) = xala(ζ, ζ¯) + α(ζ, ζ¯) (77)
then
ðS∗∗ =
1√
2(1 + ζζ¯)
[ζ
2
W − W¯ − 2zζ ] + ðα,
ð¯S∗∗ =
1√
2(1 + ζζ¯)
[ζ2W¯ −W − 2zζ ] + ðα, (78)
with W = (x + iy). From ðS∗∗ = 0 and ð¯S∗∗ = 0, we obtain, (from Case 3,
where xA are (x, y) or (W , W )) that
W =
√
2(ð¯α + ζ2ðα)− 2zζ
1− ζζ¯ , (79)
W¯ =
√
2(ðα + ζ¯
2
ð¯α)− 2zζ¯
1− ζζ¯ ,
From Eq.(77) we have that
px =
∂S∗∗
∂x
= − ζ + ζ¯√
2(1 + ζζ¯)
,
py =
∂S∗∗
∂y
=
i(ζ − ζ¯)√
2(1 + ζζ¯)
,
pz =
∂S∗∗
∂z
=
(1− ζζ¯)√
2(1 + ζζ¯)
(80)
Taking p =
√
2(px + ipy), we obtain
p = − 2ζ
1 + ζζ¯
. (81)
The Lagrange submanifold, parametrized by (z, ζ, ζ), is give by
z = z, (82)
W =
√
2(ð¯α+ ζ2ðα)− 2zζ
1− ζζ¯ , (83)
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W¯ =
√
2(ðα+ ζ¯
2
ð¯α)− 2zζ¯
1− ζζ¯ , (84)
p = − 2ζ
1 + ζζ¯
, (85)
p¯ = − 2ζ
1 + ζζ¯
, (86)
pz =
(1− ζζ¯)√
2(1 + ζζ¯)
, (87)
The projetion to the onguration spae is given by
z = z,
W =
√
2(ð¯α + ζ2ðα)− 2zζ
1− ζζ¯ ,
W¯ =
√
2(ðα + ζ¯
2
ð¯α)− 2zζ¯
1− ζζ¯ . (88)
The ritial points of the Lagrange map are obtained from the ondition
that the Jaobian
J =
∂(z,W, W¯ )
∂(z, ζ, ζ¯)
(89)
vanishes. The vanishing of J is equivalent to D = r2− ð2α 	ð2α = 0.
To onstrut the Legendrian submanifold (in the seven dimensional on-
tat spae, (t, xi, pi)) we take the generating family u = S
∗∗(xa, ζ, ζ¯) where
u is onstant and solve for t expressing the ontat oordinate t in terms of
the three parameters (z, ζ, ζ¯) by
t =
ζW¯ + ζ¯W − z(1 − ζζ¯)
(1 + ζζ¯)
+
√
2[u− α(ζ, ζ¯)] (90)
with
W =
√
2(ð¯α + ζ2ðα)− 2zζ
1− ζζ¯ ,
W¯ =
√
2(ðα + ζ¯
2
ð¯α)− 2zζ¯
1− ζζ¯ . (91)
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The full Legendre submanifold is then given by Eqs.(82), (83), (84), (85),
(86), (87) and (90).
Note that this entire onstrution, using Case #3, was valid where 1 −
ζζ¯ 6= 0 (or equivalently where pz 6= 0). To inlude the region where pz = 0, a
dierent hoie of parametrization would be neessary, e.g. (x, ζ, ζ¯), whih
is valid in the region where px 6= 0 or (y, ζ, ζ¯), valid where py 6= 0.
Using the example #2, from Se. IV, given by
S∗∗(xa, ζ, ζ¯) = xala(ζ, ζ¯) + α(ζ, ζ¯), α = −(1− ζζ¯)(ζ + ζ¯)
(1 + ζζ¯)2
(92)
with
ðS∗∗ = 0⇔ {x(−1+ ζ2)+ iy(1+ ζ¯2)−2zζ¯ ](1+ ζζ¯) =
√
2[1+ ζ¯
3
ζ−3ζ¯(ζ+ ζ¯)]
(93)
and
ðS∗∗ = 0⇔ {x(−1+ ζ2)− iy(1+ ζ2)−2zζ ](1+ ζζ¯) =
√
2[1+ ζ3ζ¯−3ζ(ζ+ ζ¯)]
(94)
one ould try to solve for dierent pairs from the set (x, y, z, ζ, ζ¯). When
D 6= 0 one ould always solve for (ζ, ζ¯), though in general there would be
more than one solution; i.e., for xed (x, y, z) there would in general be
more than one ray going thru that spae-point, either at the same or at
dierent times. Alternately one ould try to solve in dierent regions for
(x, y), (y, z), (z, x), et. Solving for (x, y) or W we have that the Lagrange
map (from the (z, ζ, ζ¯) parameter spae) beomes
W =
√
2(2ζ2+4ζζ¯ − 1− ζ2ζ¯2)− 2zζ(1 + ζζ¯)
1− ζ2ζ¯2
, (95)
W =
√
2(2ζ
2
+4ζζ¯ − 1− ζ2ζ¯2)− 2zζ(1 + ζζ¯)
1− ζ2ζ¯2
(96)
whih in turn beomes the Legendre map when the ontat oordinate t is
added in;
t =
√
2{u+ 1
(1− ζζ¯)(1 + ζζ¯)2 [4ζζ¯(ζ+ζ¯)−
z√
2
(1+3ζζ¯+3ζ2ζ¯
2
+ζ3ζ¯
3
)]}. (97)
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Though none of the details of this analysis is partiularly enlightening, it
nevertheless shows how in priniple one onstruts the Lagrange submanifold
and the Lagrange map even in the presene of the austis.
VI. Families of Foliations
In this setion we will generalize, in the following sense, the ideas of
Setion II. Reently there has been a reformulation of General Relativity,
referred to as the Null Surfae Formulation (NSF) where the basi idea has
been to use a family (a spheres worth) of null foliations of spae-time, so that
there are a spheres worth of null surfaes passing thru eah point of spae-
time.. These surfaes are desribed as the level surfaes of the funtion
u = Z(xa, ζ, ζ);
xa are the loal spae-time oordinates and (ζ, ζ) are the omplex stereo-
graphi oordinate on the sphere whih labels the family of foliations. The
funtion Z, for every xed value of (ζ, ζ), satises the eikonal equation,
gab∂aZ∂bZ = 0. (98)
Knowing these families of foliations one an onstrut the (onformal)
metri in terms of Z. The idea was then to express the Einstein equations in
terms of these surfaes, i.e., in terms of Z and a onformal fator. Though this
was suessfully aomplished, a tehnial diulty in fully understanding
the equations arose due to the fat that the null surfaes developed singu-
larities (austis) and self-intersetions. It was lear that the development of
austis was a generi feature of the equations but it was not at all lear how
to see and study their existene diretly in terms of the funtion Z(xa, ζ, ζ)
and its derivatives. In this setion, we will study, in at spae, the onstru-
tion of suh families and show expliitly how to alulate the struture of the
null surfae singularities (the austis and wave-front singularities) diretly
in terms of the Z funtion.
Loally (up to rst derivatives) there is no diret urvature involvement
in the eikonal equation, so that the form of the austis in terms of Z should
apply equally in urved spae as in Minkowski spae. The results obtained
here for Minkowski spae will thus likely apply to the urved spae situation.
Starting with the two-parameter family of plane waves used earlier, Z0(x
a, ζ, ζ) =
xaℓa(ζ, ζ), we will rst onstrut a general two-parameter family of solutions
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to the at-spae eikonal equation, Z(xa, µ, µ), with (µ, µ) parametrizing the
sphere; we then study the singularities and austis of this new family.
We begin by generalizing Eq.(11), namely
S∗∗ = xaℓa(ζ, ζ) + α(ζ, ζ)
by writing α as a funtion on S2xS2; i.e., as α = α(ζ, ζ, µ, µ) and then
repeating the earlier proedure of setting to zero, the ð and ð derivatives
with respet to the (ζ, ζ); i.e., onsidering
u = Z∗∗(x, ζ, ζ, µ, µ) = xaℓa(ζ, ζ) + α(ζ, ζ, µ, µ) (99)
and
ðζZ
∗∗ = ðζZ
∗∗ = 0 (100)
and then solving them (when possible) for (ζ, ζ) obtaining
ζ = Υ(x, y, z, µ, µ), ζ = Υ(x, y, z, µ, µ) (101)
so that when substituted into Eq.(99) we obtain the new family whih de-
pends on the hoie of α(ζ, ζ, µ, µ);
Z(xa, µ, µ) = xala(Υ,Υ) + α(Υ,Υ, µ, µ). (102)
(Alternatively we ould use the dierent ases of Se. V, when one an
not solve for (ζ, ζ).) It is obvious from the previous disussion that Eq.(102)
satises the eikonal equation for eah xed value of (µ, µ). All we have done
so far is reate a new spheres worth of null foliations (wavefront families)
of Minkowski spae - dierent from the plane wave ase of S = xaℓa(ζ, ζ).
As in the earlier setions we ould have analyzed the null surfaes for eah
value of (µ, µ) separately but now in this generalization the null surfaes are
smoothly onneted to eah other through the variable (µ, µ) and it beomes
of interest to see the development of the austis via the variation of the
(µ, µ), or through the (µ, µ) derivatives.
Remark 2 We will use, respetively, the notation (ðµ, ðµ) for the eth and
ethbar derivatives with respet to the variables (µ, µ) and (ðζ, ðζ) for the
variables (ζ, ζ).
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We begin by dening several derivatives of Z;
ω = ðµZ, ω = ðµZ (103)
R = ðµðµZ (104)
Λ = ð2µZ, Λ = ð
2
µZ. (105)
A level surfae of Z, with xed (µ, µ), is ruled by null geodesis, whose
tangent vetors are given by ℓa(Υ,Υ); A penil of rays dened from a pair
of geodesi deviation vetors (from a given geodesi) has an area A that an
be given
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up to a proportionality by
A = K
Ω−2√
(1− Λ,1Λ,1)
(106)
where K is a onstant determined by the initial area and
Ω2 = ℓaR,a
and
Λ,1= Ω
−2 ℓaΛ,a.
The derivation of Eq.(106) is lengthy and will not be given here. It will
however be shown, in this ase to be proportional to the area.
We now want to see the behavior of ω, Λ and R, as well as the area A,
in the neighborhood of a austi.
By diret alulation we have, from Eqs.(102 and 100), that
ω = ðµα, ω = ðµα, (107)
and hene is singularity free.
After a rather lengthy alulation, using Eqs.(99) and (100), we obtain
R = ðµðµα +
1
D
{(ðζðµα)[(ðζðµα)(ð2ζu)− (ðζðµα)(ðζðζu)] (108)
+ (ðζðµα)[(ðζðµα)(ð
2
ζu)− (ðζðµα)(ðζðζu)]}.
where
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D = (ðζðζu)
2 − ð2ζuð
2
ζu. (109)
In a similar way we obtain
Λ = ð2µα +
1
D
{(ðζðµα)[(ðζðµα)(ð2ζu)− (ðζðµα)(ðζðζu)] (110)
+ (ðζðµα)[(ðζðµα)(ð
2
ζu)− (ðζðµα)(ðζðζu)]}.
First we see that for xed values of (µ, µ), D from Eq.(109), is the same
as in Eq.(32), namely D = r2− ð2ζαð
2
ζα and hene vanishes at the austi.
We an now see that ω is regular at the austi while both R and Λ have
singularities of the form D−1 at the austi.
In order to nd the area A we rst need R,a and Λ,a . After a lengthy
alulation we obtain
Ω2 ≡ ℓaR,a= 1
D2
{[(ð2ζu)(ð
2
ζu) + (ðζðζu)
2][(ðζðµα)(ðζðµα) + (ðζðµα)(ðζðµα)]
−2[(ðζðµα)(ðζðµα)(ð2ζu) + (ðζðµα)(ðζðµα)(ð2ζu)](ðζðζu)} (111)
and
Ω2Λ,1 ≡ ℓaΛ,a= 2
D2
{[(ð2ζu)(ð
2
ζu) + (ðζðζu)
2](ðζðµα)(ðζðµα)
−[(ðζðµα)2(ð2ζu) + (ðζðµα)2(ð2ζu)](ðζðζu)} (112)
Though it is not immediately obvious, from Eqs.(111) and (112) one an
show that (1−Λ,1Λ,1) is proportional to D2 or that |Λ,1| ⇒ 1+O(D) at the
austi. From these results we have that
A = K
Ω−2√
(1− Λ,1Λ,1)
=
±KD
Kˆ
(113)
with
Kˆ = |ðζðµα|2 − |ðζðµα|2.
From Eqs. (100) and (101), we have that Kˆ = Kˆ(Υ,Υ) from whih it
an be shown that
ℓaKˆ,a= 0,
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i.e., Kˆ is onstant along the geodesi ow. If we hose K = ±Kˆ we have
that A = D, in agreement with the area obtained in setion III from geodesi
deviation.
Several important observations an now be made:
1. In our partiular ase of at spae, we have seen that the quantities R
and Λ diverge as D−1 at the austi. It appears virtually ertain that this is
a general result and remains true in a general urved spae.
2. As was to be expeted the Area of a penil of null geodesis vanishes at
the austi. This is learly true in general and the result here is a onrmation
that the Eq.(106) really is the area formula.
3. The quantity Ω (whih plays a entral role in the NSF version of GR)
diverges as D−1 at the austi.
4. Though Λ diverges at the austi, the absolute value of its weighted
derivative
|Λ,1| = |Ω−2Λ,a ℓa|
approahes one as 1−O(D). From this one sees that Λ,a ℓa diverges as D−2.
VII. Disussion
Our main interest in the study of wavefronts and their assoiated null sur-
faes, lies in our desire to understand and desribe their singularity struture
in urved Lorentzian manifolds and in partiular to nd the most appropriate
variables and representations for their analysis. Though loally the lassi-
ation of generi singularities and austis is omplete and is the same in
both at and urved spaes,
5
however, in general spaes, urvature eets are
large and must eventually be taken into aount for global questions. (For
example, the struture of the lightone in a urved spae is very dierent
from that of a lightone in at spae.) The present work is intended to begin
this study with the desription of singular, global, asymptotially spherial,
null surfaes in at spaes. A follow-up seond paper, will be devoted to the
same issues as here but in asymptotially at spae-times. We will see that
beginning with a two-parameter family of solutions of the eikonal equation -
analogous to the plane wave solutions of at spae-time - it will be possible
to onstrut any other null surfae and then analyze its singularity struture.
In partiular, it is possible to onstrut, in terms of the two parameter fam-
ily, the light one of any spae-time point. These insights are important for
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appliations of the null surfae formulation of GR.
8,9
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